GOALS + OBJECTIVES

Review Overall Project Development, Stacking, and Views

- Floor Plans + Axons
- Section Perspectives
- Camera Views
- Exterior Views + Studies
- Textures + Patterns
- Integration with Site
- Entry + Horizontal Circulation
- Vertical Circulation
- Connection to Existing

Introduce Thrive Center Test Fit

Introduce Fitness Neighborhoods 'Elements' Concept

Discuss Administration Area Options + Test Fits
Project Mission

The Carmichael Renovation project will shape the future of wellness and well-being on campus by 
unifying, celebrating, and inspiring active lifestyles of NC State students, faculty, and staff.

The success of the project begins with a clear primary entry that is inviting and inspiring. It must 
strive to unify the fitness space, increase visual access to destinations, and amplify street 
presence. The solution must provide clear wayfinding and be accessible, sensible, smart, sensitive 
to student fees and attentive to student safety.